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DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2012</th>
<th>130,000 Locals &amp; Visitors</th>
<th>No official website</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WHEN</td>
<td>FOR WHO</td>
<td>WEB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Stockholm Olympic Stadium and Olympic Games Centenary 1912-2012

The Olympic Centennial Jubilee was a yearlong festival held in the City of Stockholm to mark the 100 years since the hosting of the 1912 Summer Olympic Games.

The celebration contained a packed programme of over 115 events which took place across the Greater Stockholm area. This encompassed events of all types and sizes. Cultural and educational events including museum exhibitions, historic city tours and introductions to new sports - many of which were free of charge - were offered to locals and visitors in the City. Similarly, many sporting events were held as part of the celebrations, ranging from mass participation events such as the Jubilee marathon to elite competitions and world championships.

The purpose of the project was to highlight to the citizens of Stockholm the rich Olympic history of the City. The organisers wanted to generate an atmosphere of enthusiasm and energy, reviving the Olympic flame and spreading the Olympic values amongst the entire population of Stockholm.

The City of Stockholm works to ensure that all its residents are, and continue to be physically active, especially young people. That was one of the most important goals with the project.

The programme itself was run by the City of Stockholm and more specifically the Sports and Recreation Administration. However, there was a significant level of support and involvement from other stakeholders including local sports clubs, various national federations and the International Olympic Committee itself.

The event was received extremely positively and many of the events and features of the 2012 programme still remain today. Much of the skills and knowledge that was generated in hosting such a variety of events in the City have assisted in the continued development of Stockholm as a world-class destination for elite international sporting events.
OBJECTIVES

Celebrate Olympism and its values

With the Games having been hosted so long ago, one of the primary aims of the Jubilee celebrations was to reignite the Olympic flame among the citizens of Stockholm. The 1912 Games were a pivotal moment in the history of the Olympics as they were the first to bring the Games into their current concentrated format, prioritising the spectator and serving as a model for all subsequent Games. This contribution to the modern Olympic experience was at the heart of the Jubilee messaging which aimed to connect with this proud past and boost the collective moral of citizens as a result.

Promote a healthy and active lifestyle

Local sports clubs and federations were strongly encouraged to get involved in the various events. A huge number took this opportunity and were heavily integrated into the marketing and promotion of the celebrations. This was particularly the case for Sunshine Week, a 7-day sport extravaganza with multiple sports demonstrations and introductions for the public. This was deliberately designed to highlight to the public the various sporting opportunities on offer to them in the City. With a growing population, this helped to inform many of the previously unaware citizens the various options open to them.

PRACTICAL INFORMATION

Internal & External Stakeholders

Sports and Recreation Administration
Units of Communication and Protocol
Department of Traffic
Department of Culture/Stockholm City Library
National Sports Federations
International Sport Federations
The Swedish Olympic Committee
Various local sport clubs

Finance and Cost

The total cost for the year for the Centennial Jubilee was approximately € 1,000,000. High-value in-kind contribution from partners.
Use of the Olympic Brand

While there was no direct usage of the Olympic Brand as part of the Centennial Jubilee celebrations, the connection with the 1912 Games and the involvement of the Swedish Olympic Committee meant that there was a soft presence of the Olympic brand throughout the course of the year.

Human Resources and Time

There was a staged staff policy depending on the proximity to the Jubilee itself. For the 5 years leading up to the event, there was 1 full time staff member dedicated to the project. 2 years before the event, an additional 5 full time staff members were brought on board and other staff were brought into the project on part-time in the year of the event itself to help with delivery.

EVALUATION

Evaluation of the Jubilee was done on both a formal and on an informal basis. A huge amount of knowledge and experience was generated by the organisers and the various City departments involved in delivery which has already begun to be used in hosting further international sporting events. The Jubilee celebrations are seen as having been key in this success.

Key indicators have been used to measure the success of the event: 115 events; 25 international competitions; 65 arenas or venues; 10 municipalities involved; 130,000 participants; 20 Olympic historical markers displayed; 10 exhibitions; 68,000 web visits from 101 countries; 55 countries represented in competitions.

In addition to these figures, longer-term projects have been generated thanks to the Celebration of the Centenary: Sunshine days (Olympic days; constant preservation work on the Stadium; Permanent Stadium 1912 OG exhibition; discussions on a potential bid for the 2026 YOG, etc.).

KEY CHALLENGES

Reviving the Olympic Flame

The task of reviving the Olympic flame so long after hosting the Olympic Games was not easy. The organisers found that there was a lack of awareness and understanding about the great importance about the 1912 Stockholm Games amongst the local residents except the Olympic Stadium and some long-living human touch stories such as “The Japanese who disappeared”.

The educational and cultural aspects of the programme aimed to address this by informing the citizens of the City of the marvellous Olympic history all around them and the important contribution that the Stockholm Games made to the modern version of the Games.

Getting the whole City involved

One of the fundamental goals of the Jubilee was to ensure all areas and all communities across the City felt involved in the celebrations. The 1912 Games took
place in a particularly concentrated area within the City and Stockholm has grown hugely since that time. This presented a challenge in trying to balance the connecting with the physical element of the City’s Olympic past and involving the wider communities from across Stockholm.

To do this, a special effort was made to host additional events in targeted areas outside of the centre of the City to involve more people. While many of the activities and events were based at Olympic sites, these were complimented by others that were dotted evenly across greater Stockholm.

**KEY LEARNINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS**

**Bring the past to life**

When trying to connect people with an event that has long since passed, it is important to integrate a real and human element into the approach. The Jubilee organisers managed to do this through a number of innovative ideas. For example, relatives of some of the star athletes of the 1912 Games from all over the world were invited to various events, bringing them to the very sites where their ancestors had triumphed. Similarly, the Jubilee Marathon was fully themed in the style of the beginning of the last century. Vintage cars lined the streets and traditional clothing were worn by many of the organisers, athletes and spectators in attendance.

**Start as early as possible**

In order to organise a succession of events as big as the Centennial Jubilee, a huge amount of planning and organisation is required. This was particularly the case when planning the hosting of major sporting events as part of the celebrations, the bidding process for which often began years in advance. Work on the project commenced in 2007, a full five years before the centenary year. This early start also had the advantage of allowing the organisers more time and scope to come up with creative and innovative ideas for the yearlong festivities, a factor that contributed hugely to the ultimate success of the project.

**CONTACT**

City of Stockholm
Communication Unit
Camilla Hagman, kommunikationschef
camilla.hagman@stockholm.se

http://international.stockholm.se/